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sucf hvh
In addition to the collection of verses known as ohnjrs heuxp found in the last
part of usuv, there is another goup of verses, mostly taken from ohkv,, which are
recited after the prayer of vsu,k runzn which are collectively known as sucf hvh.
According to many commentators, the significance of the unit lies in it consisting
of verses that contain twenty-one ,urfzt, references to the name of G-d,
Yud-Hey-Vav-Hey, which correspond to the twenty-one verses of hrat, the next
section recited as part of ,hrja ,kp,. Others challenge that count since the name
of G-d appears only nineteen times in the verses. That the number of references to
G-d’s name only total nineteen led others to suggest that sucf hvh was originally
linked to vrag vbuna and that its true purpose is to prepare for reciting vbuna
vrag. In response, the ;xuh ,hc in tb whx ohhj jrut and the van vyn in yn whx
claim that two additional references to G-d’s name of Hashem’s name
Yud-Hey-Vav-Hey can be identified within the existing verses. They point to the
opening letters of the following words as spelling out versions of Hashem’s name:
“.rtv kd,u ohnav ujnah” and “1v-h uk rjc cegh hf”.
Not all versions of sucf hvh include the identical verses. Rav Amram Gaon adds
the last three verses from wf erp ohkv,; i.e. oac ubjbtu ohxuxc vktu cfrc vkt
rhfzb ubhekt wv, ssug,bu ubne ubjbtu ukpbu ugrf vnv and ubbgh lknv vghauv wv
ubtre ouhc before the verse of sucf hvh2. Rav Sadyah Gaon eliminates the two
verses of “v-h uk rjc cegh hf” and “---iuhmc wv rjc hf” and replaces them with one
other3. krte hcm on page 45 of his book, vkhp,v ,sku,c ohrejn, suggests that
Sadyah Gaon removed any euxp that contained the word iuhm in deference to dvbn
ktrah .rt. Jews in ktrah .rt omitted any verses that referred to iuhm because
the Roman government which ruled over them deemed references to iuhm as
subversive language. That may further explain why Saadia omitted the first two
chapters of ohkv, that follow susk vkv, as part of vrnzs heuxp. He did not
want to provide any oheuxp that included references to iuhm such as okugk wv lknh
veukkv rsu rusk iuhm lhekt which ends chapter 146 of Tehilim and the second
1. According to the Rambam the word: v-h is considered a name of God on its own because it contains the two
primary letters of Hashem’s name
2. krte hcm on page 47 of his book, vkhp,v ,sku,c ohrejn suggests that Rav Amrom followed this practice
so that sucf hvh is preceded by a request for the rescue of the Jewish People.
3. He includes: k-t ubng hf oueh tku rcs urcs rpu,u vmg umug (wh 'wj uvhgah).
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verse in the next chapter, 147; i.e. xbfh ktrah hjsb wv ohkaurh vbuc, Hashem is
the builder of Jerusalem and He will gather the scattered of Israel.

krte hcm further posits that the major reason why in ktra .rt the practice
developed to omit these verses and chapters was that the majority of those living in
in ktra .rt recited vrnzs heuxp individually and not in synagogue, the rule they
followed in reciting rjav ,ufrc. Ironically there was a concern that someone
passing a home in which an individual was reciting vrnzs heuxp might overhear
the individual mentioning the word: iuhm while there was no concern about anyone
overhearing the word iuhm when passing by a synagogue.
Sadyah replaced chapters 146 and 147 with chapters 135 and 136 of Tehillim,
known as kusdv kkv, two chapters which Sadyah viewed as constituting one. He
omitted the first two verses of chapter 135 so that the chapter would begin with the
verse vkv, vutb ohgb hf ubhekt vrnz cuy hf veukkv. By doing so Sadyah
provided that the paragraph opened with a verse that was similar to the verse of
ohgb hf unak urnz wv cuy hf veukkv that began chapter 147 of Tehillim that
Sadyah had omitted. It is also possible that Sadya removed those verses because
similar words are said in a verse in chapter 135; ktrah v-h uk rjc cegh hf
u,kdxk. Sadyah may have chosen these chapters as substitutes for the additional
reason that chapter 136 ends with the refrain of usxj okugk hf ohnav kek usuv
which leads well into the opening line of chapter 148; ohnav in wv ,t ukkv.
That created a link between the two verses in that both verses contain the word:

ohnav/
Nusach Roma includes the verse: k-t ubng hf oueh tku rcs urcs rpu,u vmg umug
that Sadya added and they further include the verse of oac hf ubck jnah uc hf
ubjyc uase (wtf w'dk ohkv,) which they place before ung ,t wv auyh tk hf.
Nusach Roma also provides for a collection of verses to be recited before lurc
rnta that includes lkn wv 'lkn wv, the verse of sucf hvh and the verse of jnah
ofknc ukdh iuhm hbc uhagc ktrah (yne ohkv,) and other verses that are not
recited as part of ,hrja ,kp, within the Ashkenazic tradition.
It is important to note that all versions of this collection of sucf hvh open with the
verse of sucf hvh. This verse may have served as a ,uar, a request for permission,
to recite the remainder of ,hrja ,kp, or as a ,uar to say hnuh kkv, as hinted to
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by the Rambam and the Tur4. The commentator vfrc eng, a commentary
included in the ovrcts t,ukm rushx expresses a similar idea:

,ujcavk ,uaru vkj,v ihgf tuva sucf hvh euxp (hnuh kkv) ovhbpk ohseva
,urha uhbpk rntba usucf uvzu uhagnc jna tuva aww,h ubumr lf hf ohtcv
/ohtkpunv uhagn rhfzbu ,ujca,u
Translation: The placement of the verse of Yehei Kavod was meant to serve as an
introduction to Hallel Yomi. It is the means by which we seek permission to recite
verses of song and praise. The verse of Yehie Kavod expresses G-d’s desire that
his creations heap praise upon Him. By reciting verses of song and praise and
referring to G-d’s great accomplishments, we honor G-d.
Over time vrnzs heuxp may have grown in importance because of the two
collections of verses found in vrnzs heuxp; the ohnjs heuxp at the end of usuv
and the collection of oheuxp within sucf hvh. That may have led to vrnzs heuxp
becoming a separate section of the daily prayers that became known by that name
reflecting that it contained collections of oheuxp. The name of the section
remained vrnzs heuxp despite several chapters of ohkv, being added to the
section. The name may have remained vrnzs heuxp as a reminder that the section
began as a collection of verses.
The development of sucf hvh is somewhat shrouded in mystery. Why was the unit
inserted here and what is its general purpose? What is the theme of this chapter?
Why specifically were these verses selected over others? Is there any connection
or unifying theme between these verses, and if so what is it?
Before answering these questions we should heed the following comments of the
vfrcv eng:

gsnu kfa lu,n tkt 'vkhkj 'vnv vrenc tk kwwz ohbunsev hrcs kf hf 'kfavu gs
kfv /ovhrcsk ogy ,,k ub,tn okgbv od hf ihc, vznu /kfv vrsx vrh,h vbhcu
/uhtrhk wv sux hwpg 'kfavc huag
Translation: Know and understand, that what the Ancient Ones developed was not
accomplished randomly, God forbid. Rather, an order was created after careful
research and analysis. We may not always be able to find the reason for what they
set forth. Nonetheless, we need to acknowledge that it was all planned with great
thought in accordance with secrets that are shared only with those who fear G-d.
4. tb whx ohhj jrut ruy `wch w'z vkhp, owcnr
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The practice of reciting verses from the Torah and Psalms before an important
section of prayer was an ancient custom and can be traced back as far as the times
of the Talmud. The practice was based on the concept that one must glorify G-d’s
name by reciting ohjca, praises, before reciting a section of prayer. The concept
5
is described as: kkp,ha osue ouen ka ujca ost rsxh okgk.
The verse of sucf hvh may have been chosen to open vrnzs heuxp because the
verse is linked to the creation of the world. The Talmud states6:

ra vz euxp uhagnc wv jnah okugk wv sucf hvh tpp rc tbhbj hcr ars
- ohtasv ,thrc ,gac rnt okugv
Translation: Rabbi Chaninah expounds on the verse ‘May the glory of the Lord
be forever, may the Lord rejoice in His handiwork that it was said by the angels at
the time when Hashem created the plant world.
Psalm 104, from which the verse of sucf hvh is taken, represents a chapter in which
King David describes the wonders of creation. He exclaims in great awe: May the
glory of Hashem endure forever. The e"sr provides the following comment to the
verse:

rnta unf 'vz rnt ,hatrc vagn kf ohkavaf /sucf hvh-tk 'se erp ohkv,
kfv :rnt /stn cuy vbvu vag rat kf ,t ohvk-t trhu :(tk 't ,hatrc) vru,c
:rnta uvzu /uvucu uvu,k ucuahu kfv ,hjah vmrh otu 'ovc jnahu usucf ovu uhagn
/sgr,u .rtk yhcnv
Translation: When G-d completed creation, G-d composed the verse of Yehei Kvod
as the Torah describes (Bereishis 1, 31): And G-d saw all that He had created and
He declared it to be very good. This is what G-d meant: all that is on earth
represent G-d’s creations. They are G-d’s honor (Yehei Kvod Hashem L’Olam)
and G-d rejoices in their creation (Yismach Hashem B’Ma’Asav). If G-d chooses,
He will destroy those creations and restore the world to its chaotic state. That is
what is meant by the words in the next verse in Psalms 104: G-d looks towards the
earth and the earth trembles.
The commentary vkp, gnua found in the ovrcts t,ukm rushx proposes that the
verses within sucf hvh not only correspond with the verses found in susk vkv,,
the chapter of ohkv, that follows sucf hvh but also serve as a link to the
succeeding five chapters of ohkv, known as hnuh kkv, each of which begins and
5. /ck ,ufrc
6. /x ihkuj
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ends with the word v-hukkv. In support of his suggestion, we can point to three
verses found in sucf hvh that occupy the same position in the first paragraph of
hrmnv kkv; after the first verse of wv oa ,t ukkv oav hscg ukkv. That verse
is viewed as the words by which the precentor calls out those present and those
present respond by reciting the following three verses:

/okug sgu v,gn 'lrcn wv oa hvh
/wv oa kkvn 'utucn sg ana jrznn
/usucf ohnav kg 'wv ohud kf kg or
Arguably, the verse of sucf hvh serves the same purpose in introducing the next
paragraph and the following five paragraphs. We can point to a further similarity
between the two oheuxp. In the opening euxp of hrmnv kkv, humans are
described as wv hscg while in the opening euxp of sucf hvh, humans are described
as uhagn. The two opening lines also share the response of lrcn wv oa hvh
7
okug sgu v,gn. In that line words found in each opening line are repeated. In
hrmnv kkv the words that appear again in the second line are wv oa. In sucf hvh,
the word that repeats is the opening word of hvh.
The significance of reciting a series of verses in which each succeeding verse
includes words from the prior verses is discussed by Y. A. Zeidman in an article
entitled: vkhp,v rushx iuak which he contributed to the vtruvu lubhj hbhbgk ;xtn
vol. 8, vkhp,. In his opinion, such a series of verses creates a literary chain. He
calls that composition style ruara and points to several examples of ruara found
in Tanach. Compiling verses in which words, paragraphs, verses, or even chapters
repeat to form a literary chain is not new. Rav Amrom Gaon calls it akak. When
Rav Amrom states the reason for adding an extra verse to the prayer 0f Ashrei, he
describes it as: v-hukkv r,c v-hukkv hkuakak. The words ,ukgnv rha that open
fifteen chapters of ohkv, (ske-fe ohkv,), serves as another example of ruara
as do the eight chapters of ohkv, that begin with the word: v-hukkv (ohkv,
be-une 'she-the) and the seven chapters that start with the word: jre hbck jmbnk.
Since all hymns were recited by heart at that time, the author may have chosen to
open those chapters with identical phrases as a literarty device that helped people
remember the sequence of chapters.
In sucf hvh, we find many words and phrases repeat within the verses. Zeidman
points to the following:
7. We find a similar idea in iunhzv ,frc where the precentor calls to those present by saying lrcb h,ucr, and those
present respond with the same verse found in kkv and sucf hvh; i.e. okug sgu v,gn lrcn wv oa hvh .
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hvhu rnt tuv hf
iuhmc wv rjc hf
v-h uk rjc cegh hf
ung h-h auyh tk hf
ohud ,mg rhpv wv
oue, thv h-h ,mgu
sng, okugk h-h ,mg
/usucf ohnav kg 'h-h ohud kf kg or
kfc u,ufknu 'utxf ihfv ohnac h-h
/vkan
urnthu '.rtv kd,u ohnav ujnah
ohudc

okugk wv sucf hvh
uhagnc wv jnah
lrcn wv oa hvh
okugk lna wv
rsu rsk lrfz wv
usucf ohnav kg wv
utxf ihfv ohnac wv
lknh wv lkn wv lkn wv
sgu okug lkn wv
ohud ,mg rhpv wv

Zeidman cites the oheuxp from ,urpuau ',uburfz ' ,uhfkn, three of the ,ufrc of
vbav atr ;xun ka vrag vbuna, as further examples of ruara. The three
sections of vrag vbuna were formed by putting together ten verses consisting of
three verses from the Torah, three from the Sriptures, and three from the
Prophets, ohthcb ohcu,f ' vru,, and one last verse taken again from the Torah all
of which express similar themes.
Prof. Yaakov Amid in an article entitled: ,uvnu vbcn-wsucf hvhw oheuxpv yek
(d"h lrf j"xa, iu,ba) similarly notes that sucf hvh represents the writing style
known as ruara but he adds that the style also appears in some ,ukhp,. He notes
as an illustration that we begin vause of vrag vbuna ;xun of ,ca with a verse
from uvhgah rpx (6-3); i.e. usucf .rtv kf tukn / / / ause ause ause and we
then open the next paragraph with the word: usucf; i.e. okug tkn usucf . We
continue that literary pattern by reciting a paragraph that begins with the verse
unuenn wv sucf lurc from ktezjh rpx while beginning the next paragraph
with ohnjrc iph tuv unuenn. We end that paragraph with the words ohrnut gna
with next the paragraph opening with the verse ubekt wv ktrah gna. I cited this
particular example because it provides insight into Kedusha and how certain
literary patterns were composed by individual ruchm hjuka and later accepted as
part of our standard Tefilos.
The commentary vfrc eng provides a further reason why these verses were
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chosen to be part of sucf hvh. He notices that the verses contain words that mirror
the ohjca, words of praise, found in the verses of susk vkv,. The following
chart shows the linkor or the parallels between the words found in sucf hvh and
those present in hrat.
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There are also many phrases and words in sucf hvh which are duplicated in the
verses that constitute hnuh kkv. That serves as a basis to conclude that sucf hvh
serves as an introduction to not only hrat and but to hnuh kkv as well.
The tren ,gs explains that the verse of sucf hvh can be viewed as representing
a vfrc. He compares the contents of the verse to what we say about an earthly
king. Concerning him, we say: okugk hbukp lknv hjh but we cannot say that
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about the ohfknv hfkn lkn. Concerning the okug ka ubucr we say instead: hvh
okugk wv sucf. In the opinion of the commentary, this reflects man accepting
G-d’s sovereignty.
Let us now attempt to find a common theme that runs through the verses found in
sucf hvh. One theme that the verses share is ohna ,ufkn kg ,kce; accepting
G-d’s hegemony. For example, we proclaim kfc u,ufknu utxf ihfv ohnac wv
vkan. The words: vkan kfc u,ufknu represent ohna ,ufkn kg ,kce;
proclaiming that Hashem established His throne in heaven and that His kingdom
reigns over all. The same theme appears in the next verse; i.e. kd,u ohnav ujnah
lkn wv ohudc urnthu .rtv; the heavens will be glad and the earth will rejoice;
they will proclaim among the nations that Hashem is King. In the next line:'lkn h-h

sgu okgk lknh h-h 'lkn h-h , a combination of parts of three verses, we proclaim
G-d as king three times.
The theme of ohna ,ufkn kg ,kce is also revealed by the response that the
people give to the first verse, okug sgu v,gn lrcn wv oa hvh, which is similar
to the response that the people give to ktrah gna namely u,ufkn sucf oa lurc
sgu okugk, May the name of Hashem be blessed from now until eternity.
We can therefore conclude that the paragraph that begins with the euxp of sucf hvh
was assembled to serve one of several possible functions; to introduce susk vkv,,
to introduce hnuh kkv, the last six chapters of ohkv, that are recited every day, to
introduce the various verse which gives this section it name of vrnzs heuxp or to
serve as the means by which the precentor announces to those present that they
should prepare themselves to perform ohna ,ufkn kug ,kce. That it contains
eighteen oheuxp reflects that it may have been composed as an introduction to the
Amidah. The paragraph may have been assembled as early as the time of the
Talmud since the opening verse of sucf hvh is discussed in the Talmud.
Alternatively, it may have been put together during the period of the Geonim since
it is referred to in ohrpux ,fxn and the full text of the paragraph is already
included in the ohrushx of the Geonim.
It is interesting to note that first two verses of sucf hvh appear once again in a
collection of verses in ,hcrg ,kp,, the evening prayer, recited by Ashkenazim in
the Diaspora. Right after the doxology of the four mini blessings; i.e. wv lurc
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he ohekt wv lurc v--hukkv ohkaurh ifa iuhmn wv lurc intu int okugk
.rtv kf ,t usucf tknhu okugk usucf oa lrcu usck ,utkpb vag ktrah
'intu int, we recite the verse of sucf hvh and oa hvh. In that paragraph, we recite
eighteen oheuxp ast well corresponding to the vkp, of vrag vbuna. Thus one
can clearly see that this verse was used as an introduction to a collection of verses.
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